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Cytotoxic lymphocytes eliminate virus-infected and cancerous cells
by immune recognition and killing through the perforin-granzyme
pathway. Traditional killing assays measure average target cell lysis
at fixed times and high effector:target ratios. Such assays obscure
kinetic details that might reveal novel physiology. We engineered
target cells to report on granzyme activity, used very low effector:
target ratios to observe potential serial killing, and performed low
magnification time-lapse imaging to reveal time-dependent statis-
tics of natural killer (NK) killing at the single-cell level. Most kills
occurred during serial killing, and a single NK cell killed up to 10
targets over a 6-h assay. The first kill was slower than subsequent
kills, especially on poor targets, or when NK signaling pathways
were partially inhibited. Spatial analysis showed that sequential
kills were usually adjacent. We propose that NK cells integrate
signals from the previous and current target, possibly by simulta-
neous contact. The resulting burst kinetics and spatial coordination
may control the activity of NK cells in tissues.

Decision making by individual leukocytes is crucial to immu-
nity. Removing unhealthy cells from normal tissue requires

that immune cells individually interrogate potentially threatening
cells, and the outcome of countless single-cell decisions will de-
termine whether a nascent viral focus or cancer will develop into
a disease. Cytotoxic lymphocytes, including natural killer (NK)
cells, are thought to be involved in this process of immuno-
surveillance (1), but quantitative relationships between single-cell
killing decisions and tissue level immunosurveillance are unclear.
A specific one-to-one immune synapse between an individual

cytotoxic cell and its target precedes killing by the perforin/gran-
zyme pathway (2, 3). Sequential attack on successive targets by
a single effector, termed serial killing, was suggested in early
observations (4–6). However, direct experimental observation of
serial killing has been difficult and, as a result, quantitative analysis
has been largely absent (7, 8). Most measurements of killing
consist of bulk assays, such as 51Cr release (9), or discontinuous
methods, such as flow cytometry (10), which obscure single-cell
behavior. Instead, we used low magnification imaging to contin-
uously track large numbers of individual NK cells to reveal killing
statistics. We also used very low effector-target ratios to facilitate
observation of possible serial killing.

Results and Discussion
Cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs) and NK cells deliver cytotoxic
granzymes into the cytosol of target cells by using the pore-
forming protein perforin to trigger granzyme uptake (11, 12).
Granzyme B (GzmB), the most abundantly expressed and well
studied granzyme, can kill through both caspase-dependent and
caspase-independent pathways. GzmB has a substrate specificity
similar to, but not identical with, initiator caspases (13). Using
a GzmB-specific substrate sequence (ref. 14; SI Results and Dis-
cussion), we developed a genetically encoded reporter of GzmB
activity as a specific, sensitive, and rapid single-cell marker of cy-
totoxic attacks (Fig. 1 A–D). Spontaneous cell death and other
granzyme-independent processes did not activate this reporter.
GzmB activity, reported by our probe, was a reliable early signal
of cytotoxic attack (Movie S1). Its activation was always followed
by cell death in our reporter lines as measured by membrane

permeabilization, although permeabilization occurred after a long,
variable delay and was less suited to kinetic analysis (Fig. S4).
We imaged killing of adherent HeLa and MCF7 GzmB re-

porter lines by the IL2-producing NK line NK92-MI (15) at var-
ious effector-to-target (E:T) ratios (Fig. 1 E and F and Fig. S5A)
while holding the target number constant by plating to con-
fluency. At similar E:T ratios, NK92-MI killed a greater fraction
of HeLa than MCF7 targets over a given time interval. However,
killing goes to completion for both target lines at high enough E:T
ratios or long enough incubation times, and there was no evidence
of a resistant fraction or other strong response heterogeneity in
bulk killing kinetics (Fig. S5B).
Standard killing assays often use E:T ratios of 10:1 or higher,

which are presumably nonphysiological and, furthermore,
incompatible with observation of possible serial killing. We used
E:T ratios below 0.05:1 to isolate single effector cells. At these low
densities on adherent target lines, movement and killing activity
of individual effectors was unambiguously tracked over time (Fig.
1G andH). Low-magnification imaging of multiple fields allowed
collection of sufficient statistics (hundreds of cells per experi-
ment). Single-cell analysis of killing is also possible through flow
cytometry (10) or microscopy following isolation of preformed
effector-target conjugates (16). However, our in situ approach
enabled tracking of the entire killing process, repeated over many
cycles, for the same effector cell. Our dilution strategy avoided
the need for microwells (17).
Individual NK cells often sequentially killed multiple nearby

target cells in our assay (Fig. 1H, Movies S2, S3, and S4, and SI
Results and Discussion). Over 6 h of imaging, individual kill counts,
k, ranged from 0 to 14 targets (Fig. 2 A and B). Our kill counts are
higher than reported (4–7), possibly because each NK cell had
access to an unrestricted number of targets, and each killing event
was clearly visible. We analyzed >100 NK cells participating in
serial killing in each experiment.
We measured the fractions of active NK cells with specific

numbers of kills, k, for each target line over 6 h (Fig. 2 A and B).
These kill count distributions, p(k), for HeLa and MCF7 cells
were not well fit by Poisson or geometric distributions (Fig. S6),
even accounting for a possibly inactive fraction. Thus, serial
killing is not a uniform kinetic process described by a single rate
constant and the degree of serial killing is not determined by
a single stochastic event. There was a peak at zero kills, which
presumably reflects inactive cells, but the majority of effectors
participated in killing, with p(k > 0)HeLa = 0.74 and p(k > 0)MCF7 =
0.65 for HeLa and MCF7 targets, respectively. The mean kill
counts for only active effectors indicate the extent of serial killing
as 〈k, k > 0〉HeLa = 5.9 and 〈k, k > 0〉MCF7 = 3.3 for HeLa and
MCF7 targets, respectively. Thus, a larger fraction of NK cells
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attacked HeLa targets than MCF7 targets, and of the NK cells
that attacked, the number of kills per NK cell was greater for
HeLa targets than MCF7 targets. These two metrics provide
absolute descriptors of target susceptibility at the limit of a single
effector cell and, therefore, allow direct comparison across target
lines or conditions. In contrast, bulk lysis-release metrics are
influenced by cell lysis properties (18), dependent on the exact E:
T ratio, and ambiguous in their interpretation (19).
The waiting time, Δt, between successive killing events by in-

dividual NK cells is defined in Fig. 2C. The distribution of
waiting times for HeLa and MCF7 targets (Fig. 2 D and E) were
fit by an exponential decay, excluding the short rise time (Fig.
S7A). Thus, a single rate constant may dominate killing of sub-
sequent targets, although targets still exhibit more long waiting
times events than predicted by simple kinetic models (Fig. S7B).
Interestingly, the HeLa and MCF7 waiting time distributions
were not statistically different from each other (Fig. S7C). Ac-
cordingly, we found that the average waiting times were similar
for HeLa and MCF7 targets (Fig. 2 D and E). The slightly longer
average waiting time for MCF7 targets results from a small
number of killing events with very long waiting times. Although
MCF7 cells are significantly worse targets than HeLa cells based
on bulk killing kinetics (Fig. 1 E and F) and average number of
kills (Fig. 2 A and B), the waiting time between kills does not
significantly vary between them.
The first kill time is also defined in Fig. 2C and plotted in Fig.

2 F and G. The first kill time, t1, is the time between the start of
the experiment and the first killing event by a particular NK cell.

Because the zero time point is poorly defined in the experiment
(SI Results and Discussion and Fig. S8), we instead compared the
relative difference between 〈t1〉 for HeLa and MCF7 targets for
samples from the same experimental trial. We found that the
difference 〈t1〉MCF7 − 〈t1〉HeLa had a value of 67 min in one ex-
periment (Fig. 2 F and G) and 69 min in a second independent
experiment (Fig. 3D). The difference means that MCF7 is a
much poorer target than HeLa for only the first kill. Killing of
subsequent MCF7 and HeLa targets occurs with nearly identical
kinetics based on 〈Δt〉.
A slow initial kill, followed by rapid subsequent kills describes

bursting kinetics, in which events occur in temporally correlated
clusters. Against MCF7 targets, within the imaging time con-
straints (SI Results and Discussion), most NK cells likely undergo
only one burst of killing, such that an analysis of first killing times and
subsequent waiting times is sensitive to bursting (Fig. 2C, Lower).
Against HeLa targets, the rate of first kills is high enough that
bursting is less significant (Fig. 2C, Upper). Further analysis of the
waiting time distribution is consistent with bursting kinetics in both
HeLa and MCF7 targets (SI Results and Discussion and Fig. S9).
Bursting kinetics can arise for several reasons (Fig. 3 A and B).

We ruled out the first search-time model with a series of
experiments. In the search-time model, the time to find the first
target is long because only a small fraction of targets are killable
(Fig. 3A). That first target, however, could be surrounded by
a cluster of other killable targets, because of inheritable (sister
cells) or noninheritable (neighbor–neighbor interactions) rea-
sons. Such heterogeneous death responses have been reported

A B C D

F

E
G

H

Fig. 1. Live-cell granzyme B reporter enables a single-cell killing assay. (A) Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) between fluorescent protein variants (37)
can report on protease activity. We constructed a reporter for GzmB by using cyan (CFP) and yellow (YFP) fluorescent proteins fused by the peptide linker
VGPDFGR. (B–D) HeLa cell stably expressing the GzmB reporter are imaged after 4 h of no treatment (B), treatment with 1:1 NK92-MI cells (C), or treatment
with 2 μM staurosporine (EMD Biosciences) (D). An overlay of CFP emission (blue) and FRET emission (yellow) leads to strongly blue cells after cleavage of the
GzmB reporter (Fig. S1). The reporter specifically indicates GzmB and not caspase activity (Fig. S2). (E and F) HeLa (E) or MCF7 (F) targets stably expressing the
GzmB reporter are incubated at the indicated E:T ratio with NK92-MI, and the fraction of GzmB-positive targets is determined at each time point by using
the integrated fluorescence emission of an entire field of view in comparison with standards with zero or complete killing. (G) At an E:T ratio <0.05:1, clusters
of GzmB-positive targets cells indicate killing of multiple targets by well-isolated individual effector cells. Low magnification (4×) aided in obtaining
measurements from a sufficient number of individual effector cells, labeled with CellTracker Orange (Invitrogen) (red), at this low dilution. The live-cell stain
and phototoxicity had minimal effect on killing activity (Fig. S3). (H) Serial killing by individual NK92-MI cells can be tracked in a time lapse.
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for death ligand-induced apoptosis (20). To assess the search-
time model, we examined killing in a mixture containing sparse,
well-killed targets surrounded by poorly killed targets. Because
the waiting times for HeLa and MCF7 targets are similar, the
search-time model hypothesizes that HeLa targets and sparse,
well-killed MCF7 targets are kinetically equivalent. We therefore
plated different densities of the GzmB reporter HeLa line on
a confluent background of unlabeled MCF7 cells (Fig. 3C) to
construct a search-time scenario. We measured the relationship
between 〈t1〉 and the number of successful effectors for the dif-
ferent HeLa densities (Fig. 3D) as well as MCF7. The data for
MCF7 appears as an outlier and does not support the search-
time model (SI Results and Discussion).
To further evaluate the search-time model, we also measured

the motility coefficients of effector cells on HeLa and MCF7 tar-
gets to test whether slower motility contributes to a longer search
time. We found that the motility coefficient of effectors was larger
on MCF7 targets than on HeLa targets (Fig. 3E and Fig. S10),
which would decrease the search time for MCF7, rendering the
search-time model even more unlikely. Measured motility coef-
ficients were also within the range of previously reported values for
lymphocytes (21). Thus, the dilution results suggest that the search
time for the first target is insufficient to explain the slow first kill
time in MCF7 and associated bursting kinetics (SI Results
and Discussion). As an additional test, we also found that
exchanging conditioned media did not affect the kinetics (Fig. S11).
We propose kinetic priming as an alternative mechanism for

bursting kinetics (Fig. 3B), where the kinetics of particular
NK–target interactions depends on the recent history of killing
events. In the absence of recent killing, the next kill is slow, and
in the presence of recent killing, the next kill is fast. One possible
mechanism for kinetic priming would be that gene expression
driven by the first killing event increases the potency of the ef-
fector cell. Consistent with this possibility, NK receptor signaling

is known to rapidly alter transcription factor activities (22). We
found that treatment with cycloheximide had no effect on serial
killing kinetics in our 6-h assay (Fig. S12), so new gene expres-
sion is not a factor in kinetic priming.
We compared the sensitivity of first and subsequent kills to

small-molecule kinase inhibitors that inhibit NK signaling path-
ways. Killing was completely abolished by high doses of Src and
Syk kinase inhibitors (Fig. S13 A–C), as expected since both
families of kinases are involved in signaling downstream of NK
receptors (23, 24). We found intermediate doses that partially
blocked killing and verified that drug activities were stable for
the course of an experiment (Fig. S13). We then examined the
kinetics of partially inhibited killing. The fraction of NK cells
that were active in killing decreased, but the active cells still
exhibited serial killing (Fig. 3 F–H and Fig. S14). Moderate Src
or Syk inhibition had little effect on time between kills, 〈Δt〉, but
strongly increased the time to first kills, 〈t1〉, for HeLa targets (Fig.
3 G and H). Partial drug inhibition thus made killing kinetics for
a good target (HeLa) similar to that of a poor target (MCF7) in
the absence of drugs. Thus, some signaling effect from the first kill
overcomes weak signaling in subsequent kills, whether the weak
signaling is due to partial drug inhibition or a less-susceptible
population. Short-term memory of a previous killing event, giving
rise to kinetic priming, could explain this observation.
We next analyzed the spatial distribution of kills, because

physical coordination between immune synapses might provide a
possiblememorymechanism for kinetic priming. Althoughwaiting
times between killing events spanned two orders of magnitude, the
distance between subsequent targets was constant at approximately
one target diameter or 40 microns (Fig. 4 A and B). The distance
suggests that subsequent targets are almost always directly adjacent
to the prior target, and it is possible that an NK cell simultaneously
contacts both targets. Simultaneous contact with multiple targets
has been reported for cytotoxic T lymphocytes (16, 25).

A

D

B

E F G

C

Fig. 2. Quantitative single-cell measurements of serial killing. (A and B) Histogram of kill count, k, for the total number of targets killed by individual effector
cells for HeLa (A) and MCF7 (B) targets after 6 h of coincubation of 500 NK92-MI cells and 2 × 104 HeLa or 3 × 104 MCF7 cells per well of a 96-well plate. For all
of the following histograms, mean values and associated SEs are indicated in red, whereas n is the sample size. For A and B, n indicates the total number of NK
cells profiled. Each NK cell is assigned a value for k based on the total number of kills over 6 h. The histogram shows the probability that a single NK cell
among the n observed will have a particular value of k. (C) Sample killing traces of individual effector cells are shown, with killing events marked along the
time axis by red bars. The waiting time, Δt, denotes the interval between successive killing events. The first kill time, t1, denotes the time before the first
killing event. (D and E) Histogram of waiting times for HeLa (D) and MCF7 (E) targets. For D and E, n denotes the total number of waiting times recorded
when two killing events occur in succession. NK cells with k < 2 do not contribute waiting times, whereas NK cells with k > 2 contribute multiple waiting times.
The histogram shows the probability that any individual waiting time has a particular value of Δt. (F and G) Histogram of first kill times for HeLa (F) and MCF7
(G) targets. For F and G, n denotes the total number of first kill times measured, which is equivalent to the number of NK cells with k > 0. The histogram shows
the probability that any individual first kill time has a particular value of t1.
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We also recorded distances between effectors and their first
target at the end of the assay (Fig. 4C). When HeLa targets are
plated at very low densities, NK cells remain attached to their
first targets and did not dissociate over 6 h (Fig. 4D and Movie
S5). Persistent interaction and signaling between an effector and
target has been observed (25). At high target densities, NK cells
readily detached from old targets and moved to new targets (Fig.
4E and Movie S6). These data suggest that the interaction with
an old target remains until interaction with a new target triggers
detachment. Thus, a simple hypothetical scenario for kinetic
priming is that an NK kills the first target and remains attached
until encountering a second adjacent target, resulting in continuous
signaling after the first kill that persists until formation of a new
synapse. If the state of sustained signaling is broken, it would take
a longer time to reinitiate killing, explaining the long waiting time
events in the distribution of Fig. 2E and the long distance events in
the scatterplot of Fig. 4B for MCF7 targets. In a three-dimensional
solid tissue environment in vivo, however, the old effector-target
conjugate would usually be in contact with a new potential target,
so persistence at an isolated old target is unlikely to be observed.
Spatial analysis reveals one final consequence of bursting ki-

netics. We plotted the “motility” of killing activity by calculating
the distance and time of subsequent targets from the first target
(Fig. 4F) in comparison with the average motility of NK cells on
HeLa and MCF7 targets. Although NK cells displayed different
motilities on HeLa and MCF7 targets, during the course of serial
killing, killing proceeded equally fast, not just in time, but also
across distances for both target types. Thus, the kinetics of NK
recycling between targets determines both serial killing and NK
cell migration.

In summary, single cell analysis revealed that serial killing by an
NK model showed bursting kinetics, with a long delay before the
first kill followed by short times between subsequent kills. The boost
provided by the first kill was able to overcome partial inhibition of
signaling pathways, or the effects of a less attractive target. Spatial
analysis suggested a possible mechanism underlying kinetic priming,
and the decision to kill may often occur in the context of a ternary
complex, consisting of the effector, old target, and new target. In
this proposed scenario, the old target helps signal, and the new
target accelerates detachment from the old target. Our simplified
experimental model enabled quantitative characterization of higher-
level regulatory principles (26) that can have broader implications
in the complex environment of tissues. For example, in a tumor,
individual tumor cells can have diverse phenotypes, and context-
dependent signaling may impact cancer-immune responses
through bystander immune killing (27, 28) or other mechanisms.
The behavior of individual CTL or NK cells infiltrating solid

tumors has been imaged in mouse models (29). Despite the dif-
ferences between the in vivo and in vitro models and their ac-
companying cell types, some results are similar. CTLs were found
to form stable contacts with tumor cells, in contrast to NK cells,
which formed transient contacts (29). Direct observation of killing
events is difficult in vivo, but in vitro work suggests that CTLs may
be able to simultaneously bind and attack multiple targets, with
each synapse operating independently (25). Thus, the spatial co-
ordination of serial killing observed for CTLs in vitro is consistent
with the in vivo observation of stable CTL-target contacts. Our in
vitro work shows that NK cells release old targets when attacking
new targets (Fig. 4E), and the release is consistent with the in vivo
observation of transient NK-target contacts.

A B C D

E F G H

Fig. 3. Bursting kinetics in serial killing. (A) In a search-time model, the long t1 accounts for the time to find a cluster of easily killed targets, followed by rapid
subsequent kills with a short 〈Δt〉. (B) In a kinetic-priming model, the long t1 accounts for poor target recognition of the first target, followed by a change in
effector state that leads to rapid subsequent kills with a short 〈Δt〉. (C) A mixture of fluorescent, well-killed HeLa targets on a background of nonfluorescent MCF7
targets mimics the scenario from the search-time model. (D) The changes in first kill time and number of successful effectors as a function of HeLa target dilution
estimates the contribution of search time to the killing kinetics (see Results and Discussion). We set 〈t1〉 = 0 for 100%HeLa targets and report the relative 〈t1〉 for the
other cases. (E) The average motility coefficient for effector cells on MCF7 targets is larger than on HeLa targets. (F) Killing is partially repressed at intermediate
concentrations of the Src inhibitor PP2 (700 ng/mL; Sigma) and the Syk inhibitor BAY 61–3606 (500 ng/mL; Santa Cruz Biotechnology) after 6 h of incubation of 500
NK92-MI cells and 2 × 104 HeLa or 3 × 104 MCF7 cells per well of a 96-well plate. Samples sizes of 406, 143, and 218 total kills were measured for the control, Src-
inhibitor, and Syk-inhibitor samples, respectively. (G) Average first kill times 〈t1〉 for untreated and inhibitor treated samples. Sample sizes of 104, 96, and 116 first
kill times were measured for the control, Src-inhibitor, and Syk-inhibitor samples, respectively. (H) Average waiting times, 〈Δt〉, for treated and inhibitor treated
samples. Sample sizes of 334, 100, and 157waiting times were measured for the control, Src-inhibitor, and Syk-inhibitor samples, respectively. Waiting times are less
sensitive than first kill times to partial Src and Syk inhibition, even when total killing is greatly reduced. All error bars in this figure reflect SEs.
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Intravital imaging studies of single lymphocytes have tended to
focus on motility and binding properties, because direct obser-
vations of single-cell tumor killing events in vivo is technically
challenging. As a surrogate, Mempel et al. (30) imaged indi-
vidual CTL attacks of antigen-pulsed B cells in mouse lymph
nodes, staining B cells by lysis-reporter dyes before injection. For
direct observation of CTL killing in solid tumors, Breart et al.
(31) used a genetically encoded caspase-3 FRET reporter. In
both cases, however, the total number of observed killing events
was limited to tens of events, restricting the statistical analysis of
single-cell killing kinetics.
The use of planar adherent cells and low magnification, in

conjunction with a rapid and specific granzyme reporter, allowed
our in vitro approach to provide detailed mechanistic analysis of
single-cell killing kinetics, complementary to the in vivo obser-
vations. Aspects of our in vitro approach may be of value for in
vivo imaging. For example, the cited intravital works used short
windows of continuous imaging ranging from 35 to 60 min (30,
31). It is possible that many targets attacked by CTLs did not lyse
or sufficiently activate caspases in that narrow timeframe. Fur-
thermore, cells in a tumor environment may also have different
rates or capacities for lysis or caspase-dependent death. A
granzyme reporter, as used in our work, is a more rapid and
direct readout of cytotoxic attack and could aid in more efficient
detection of individual killing events in vivo.
The main advantage of the method we present, however, is for

detailed analysis of single-cell killing dynamics in vitro. NK cells
from different cell lines, growth conditions, and histories are
expected to have diverse responses to potential target cells, and
our approach can measure a range of responses. To demonstrate
the method’s utility, we imaged single-cell killing by the YTS NK
line against HeLa targets (Movie S7 and Fig. S15). Killing of HeLa
targets by YTS effectors was much poorer than killing by NK92-MI
effectors, and less than one-third of YTS cells participated in killing
over 18 h of imaging. Of the YTS cells that did kill, approximately
40% participated in serial killing of more than one target, with the
degree of serial killing reaching up to five consecutive kills, lower

than NK92-MI achieved over a shorter 6-h window (Fig. 5A). The
waiting time histogram for serial killing by YTS cells strongly
peaked at 60 min (Fig. 5B). The first killing time, however, was
relatively uniform across the entire 18 h of imaging (Fig. 5C). Thus,
slow first kill times, and greatly accelerated subsequent kills, is even
more apparent in YTS cells than NK92-MI cells. Because the fre-
quency and absolute rate of killing events made collection of suf-
ficient statistics slow for YTS cells, we did not provide the same
detailed analysis as for NK92-MI cells. However, the main obser-
vation of bursting kinetics is still observed in YTS cells, although on
a different timescale. In addition, although we used low resolution
imaging for collection of serial killing statistics, higher resolution

A B C

D E F

Fig. 4. Spatiotemporal coordination of serial killing. (A and B) Scatterplots of distance and time between subsequent HeLa (A) or MCF7 (B) targets.
Trendlines (red) of the log-transformed data indicate relatively uniform distances to the next target over two order of magnitude of waiting times. (C) The
distance between the first observed kill (blue) and the effector (red) is measured at the end of a time course. (D and E) Five hundred fluorescent HeLa cells
stably expressing the GzmB reporter are plated in the well of a 96-well plate either in isolation (D) or on a confluent background of nonfluorescent HeLa cells
(E). Distances between the centers of effectors and their first fluorescent targets are recorded at the end of a 6-h assay. Effectors do not detach after killing
isolated targets but readily release killed targets in the presence of dense adjacent targets. (F) The average distance and time interval between subsequent
targets and the first target are plotted for HeLa (black dots) and MCF7 (red dots) to illustrate the propagation of serial killing activity. In comparison, the
average cell motilities are plotted for HeLa (black line) and MCF7 (red line). Although average motilities differ on the two targets, killing activity propagates
in a similar, accelerated manner.

A B C

Fig. 5. Bursting kinetics in serial killing by the YTS NK line on a slower
timescale. (A) Histogram of kill count, k, for the total number of targets
killed by individual effector cells over 18 h of coincubation of 1,000 YTS cells
and 2 × 104 HeLa cells per well of a 96-well plate. For all following histo-
grams, mean values and associated SEs are indicated in red, whereas n
indicates the total number of YTS effectors profiled. (B) Histogram of
waiting times for HeLa targets attacked by YTS effectors. The sample size n
denotes the total number of waiting times recorded when two killing events
occur in succession. (C) Histogram of first kill times for HeLa targets attacked
by YTS effectors. The sample size n denotes the total number of first kill
times measured, which is equivalent to the number of NK cells with k > 0.
When serial killing occurs, the waiting time between subsequent kills is
typically much faster than the time needed for the first kill.
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imaging with theGzmB reporter is possible as well (Fig. S16). Thus,
our method distinguishes diverse outcomes between various ef-
fector-target combinations at the level of individual killing events,
and future work can explore how microscopic mechanisms con-
tribute to these specific quantitative outcomes.

Materials and Methods
Cell Lines and Plasmids. NK92-MI cells (ATCC; CRL-2408) were propagated
according to the provider’s instructions, YTS cells (gift of J. Strominger, Harvard
University, Cambridge, MA) in RPMI with 10% (vol/vol) FBS, HeLa cells in DMEM
with 10% (vol/vol) FBS, and MCF7 cells in RPMI with 10% (vol/vol) FBS. Co-
culture imaging experiments were performed in RPMI with 10% (vol/vol) FBS.
Media components for all experiments were obtained from Cellgro (RPMI, 10-
040 and DMEM, 10-014) and Invitrogen (FBS, 26140-079). Standard techniques
were used to construct the CFP-VGDPFGR-YFP GzmB reporter in the pLNCX2
(Clontech) retroviral backbone, followed by infection of HeLa and MCF7 cells
and clonal selection to generate the HeLa-GzmB and MCF7-GzmB lines. CFP
and YFP genes were PCR amplified from the effector caspase reporter protein
(EC-RP) plasmid (ref. 32; gift of P. Sorger, Harvard Medical School, Cambridge,
MA). The calcium indicator R-GECO1 from CMV-R-GECO1 (ref. 33; Add-
gene 32444) was transferred to the lentiviral backbone, after excision of the
existing GFP-RIF1 insert, from pHR’CMVGFP_hRIF1(406-2446)IREShygro (ref.
34; Addgene 23135). Infection of HeLa targets stably expressing the GzmB
reporter and flow sorting of positive clones generates a cell line with si-
multaneous red calcium and GzmB reporters. The calcium indicator GCaMP3
(ref. 35; Addgene 22692) was transferred to the lentiviral backbone, after
excision of the existing GFP insert, from pLenti-CMV-GFP (ref. 36; Addgene
17447). Infection of HeLa targets and selection by G418 resulted in cells
stably expressing the green calcium reporter.

Microscopy. Imaging was performed in an enclosed incubator at 37 °C and 5%
CO2 on a Nikon Ti microscope with a motorized stage, Plan Fluor 10×/0.3
N.A. or Plan Apo 4×/0.2 N.A. objective, Hamamatsu ORCA-AG CCD camera,
Intensilight light source, the NIS Elements software, and 96-well plates.
Images were collected with 2 × 2 pixel binning. FRET imaging was performed
with a dual CFP/YFP dichroic (Chroma 89002) and standard excitation and
emission filters. Labeled effector cells were imaged with an RFP filter set
(Chroma). Before imaging, effector cells were stained in 1 μM CellTracker
Orange CMRA (Invitrogen) for 15 min in serum-free media at 37 C, followed
by 1 h of recovery in complete media. NK cells in 50 μL of media were added to
wells of a 96-well plate containing adherent target cells and 50 μL of media. X,
Y, and Z positions were then set for automated time-lapse recording, typically
for approximately 40 positions in one experiment, as limited by the number of
positions that may be scanned within the acquisition rate. Time-lapse movies
of NK92-MI cells were imaged every 3 min for a total of 6 h, whereas time-
lapse movies of YTS cells were imaged every 10 min for a total of 18 h.

Data Analysis. Image processing was performed with the aid of NIS Elements
(Nikon) and MetaMorph (Molecular Devices). Spatial tracking was performed
by using the tracking module in NIS Elements with manual correction. Lo-
cation and timing of target killing events were identified manually. Custom
Python scripts were used to extract motility coefficients and killing statistics.
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